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About This Game
WHAT IS BLOODY GLIMPSE?
BLOODY GLIMPSE is a chaotic first person shooter that confronts heavily armed players with the most horrifying night
creatures - Gargoyles.

THE SETTING
The world of Bloody Glimpse is set during war times, in Africa, with wide range of weapons available at your disposal.

THE PLOT
The story starts somewhere in the middle of the desert, when during the night recon, your whole team just disappears one by
one. As the only survivor, as soon as the sun goes up, you set on a mission to find your missing buddies.

FEATURES
Variety of creatures to shoot and dice, ranging from small, thorough medium up to tough as hell Gargoyles and derivatives.
Multiple bosses to defeat with huge arsenal of weapons.
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Bloody Glimpse will take you on a immersive journey through bloody and dark world, the one that you always dreamed of.
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Avoid this game at all costs. No updates in over a year...... Pretty terrible really, the physics themselves are not too bad - but
some strange view mechanics and holy smokes the graphics are bad!
All the on-board view are pretty much useless for anyone who has actually ridden a bike on a track in real life. The 'line of
travel' of the bike is directly underneath the riders head/camera position, instead of over where the wheels contact the track,
which makes for some very funky and unrealistic movement while in the on-bike views. It makes you wonder if anyone
developing the game has ever actually ridden a bike before...it seems not!
The graphics are terrible as well, blurry menus and you just need to compare this to the recently released Detroit: Become
Human game to see what is actually possible with graphics, and in particular facial modelling these days - makes this game look
like a joke! If these graphics were half as good as that,. they would be 500% better than what they are now.
The garage/pits graphics are just laughable, and the LOD's for the PC when on the bike are tragic, only seeing opponents full
bike detail when approx 2m away. Makes watching the race replays painful as well with bike details popping in really late. The
rider and bike when on track don't look too bad I guess in the 3rd person view...trying to be positive, but those LOD's are really
bad.
Also the controller just locks into full-vibration mode for a whole lap or more after a little slide or something - very annoying.
All these observations for PC version using a GTX1080ti at max settings for a couple of hours,
How these guys manage to keep the MotoGP licence is a mystery! A proper MotoGP game could be so awesome if the
developers cared about producing a good game, instead of rushing out a new 'slightly improved' version every year.
I would expect some pretty big patches to be release mighty soon! Otherwise don't bother wasting your money. Better be some
DLC inbound too... Where are you marshall?!. better than before, worth the support,
keep up the good work dev.
need more update and variety of upgrades. Somehow, of some odd reason, I find this game great and would definitely
recommend it to others. This is a solid expansion. If you like the base game, I think you will like the expansion, too.
A coop map with endless waves of attacks, two different factions that certainly play differently (but don't simply obsolete the
existing factions), and an alternative set of "attitude" bonuses permanent to a match that you can work towards during a game.
And more - though I have trouble identifying what everyone got in the accompanying free patch that also much improved the
game, and what is strictly only part of the expansion.. This game is trash do not purchase
To start this off the music that is played during the video is not even in the game. The soundtrack is mediocre at best and
towards the second half of the 10 levels turns to total\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
"randomly drawn ten maps from the pool of maps."
Do not be fooled by this statement, you will see the same maps during different runs and even if you don't the maps are pretty
much identical and have no effort put into them at all.
"Also, on every next level the ball will move a little faster ...and faster."
The ball at the start moves painfully slow and if you get a bad map at the beginning or bad RNG with the bonuses, it can take
what feels like an eternity to complete. What makes this worse is that the speed at which the ball increases is nothing like the
example displayed. Even on the final stage the top speed doesn't come close to the video and I'm almost convinced the video is
speed up.
"Passage of the one level ordinary takes from 20 to 30 seconds."
This is completely dependent on the level and bonuses you get. From my experience you can either clear the entire map within
seconds or slowly clear it breaking one block at a time making it one of the worst experiences possible.
The game plays and handles poorly
The sensitivity at which you move between the keys and mouse is insane. On one it moves too slow and on the other if you
move it an inch you're on the opposite side of the map. The movement and controls feel so stiff the one comparison that comes
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to mind is how it feels to play Paladins compared to Overwatch. If you've played both of those games you'll know what I'm
talking about. Not only that the game plays in the top left corner of your screen and when it does fullscreen properly the quality
plummets into what feels like a powerpoint presentation.
Don't waste your money on this game even if it's on sale :). I feel like we have been getting an increasing amount of "couch
multilayer" games on Steam lately, and I don't think that's a bad thing. Totemori has you building towers with and against
friends and bots alike, by stacking blocks to achieve the "best" tower, Destroying the opposing towers is always an OK option as
well.. Whoever wrote the critiques for this game must have been drunk -- that's the only way I could see myself going "Yeah,
this ten minute game was awesome and would be totally awesome to play the same damn thing over and over! Weeee!"
I'm sorry, but a ten minute game is not worth 10$. If I want to play a game for a dollar a minute, I'd play WoW.. This may not
be a direct sequel to the first game but it still holds up the name and feels just like a Quake game should.
Although it doesn't come with the soundtrack you can always listen to it on YouTube while pumping the Strogg full of lead. I
will never forget the track Descent Into Cybertron, it's now one of my favourite video game music pieces of all time.
I think it's safe to say that Quake 2 is now one of my list of favourite FPS games.
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APE OUT is an small quirky little game that is on the whole a lot of fun.
You play as an ape, who has been taken captive by some unnamed evil dudes and who for some reason or another have locked
you up. Your goal is to escape. Standing in your way is differing enemy types who will try and kill you. Kill them before they
kill you leaving them a bloody smear on the wall.
First the larger good section. The game is simple but incredibly rewarding. The controls are good on a controller, I haven't tested
the PC but I think this is a game to play on a controller. The game runs smooth and I did not encounter any issues. However
some people have so bare that in mind. The gore is satisfying but does not intrude on the game as a whole so it can be
completely ignored if you want to. The soundtrack is incredible. It has a core of jazz, but the way the game handles it is what
makes it special. It will go from a few small drums at the start of a level, and then when you're running from 10 men with
shotguns it sounds like an actual ape has been given a drum set, and is just hitting everything at once in the best possible way.
The sound is also great, with a lot of satisfying splats as you push someone to there death.
The levels for the most part are balanced and fun. The same with enemy types. Both progressively get harder as you play
through the game. In terms of game modes there is a campaign which takes around 2 hours to complete on normal difficulty.
However replaying the game on the harder difficulty is where the game really shines and this adds between 4-6 hours of
gameplay depending on if you suck as much as I do. Three is also an arcade mode which can be fun.
There are a couple of minor complaints that I have with the game. First this is not a real complaint but the controls are simplistic
and they do not change much during the game. This does not matter to me, but might annoy some. If you diid not replay the
game it would have very little content, however you should definately replay this game. Oh and my last complaint is simply
abandon ship on hard. No other words.
This is a fantastic game. We need these types of games. Developed by a grand total of one person. There is no microtransactions
or DLC (yet) and no excessive grinding. And for the price of just under 11 British pounds. This game is most definitely a buy
for me.. Great detective game. Chilling atmosphere with great music and graphics. Recommended!. I dont give a piece of crap
if theres no multiplayer...this game deserves a thumbs up for itys ahead-of-its-time gameplay and graphics and no nonsense
campaign for single player....especially on sale. Drive tanks, humvees, helis, fly drones, snipe, do it all in any order you want.
Great game...no bugs.
$5 on sale people.
Buy it, and enjoy it.. If you're interested in doing complete rebuilds of cars, but you don't want to spend hours playing this game
building up your xp first, then this is the DLC for you.
I completely understand the progression and the intentions behind it but personally the appeal for me has always been taking a
beat up old car and turning it into a dream machine.
The sandbox option means that you don't have to grind for hours to unlock the parking lot and various other structures, you can
jump straight into the good stuff.
The only complaint I would have is that you shouldn't really have to pay for DLC to get a sandbox option, since it takes almost
nothing from the dev to unlock this in the base game. They basically just need to start you off with a load of XP.. Its a good
game but the skeleton head freaked me out the first few times it talked because i didnt know what was talking but that made it
all the more fun. If you're a Gnome lover like me, you'll probably purchase game with the word "Gnome" slapped in the title. If
you're also like me, you're stuck in a nostalgia timewarp: any game that is reminescent of those from your childhood must
automatically be played. I didn't even hear about Gnome vs. Fairies until the 2016 Steam Summer Sale, which, due to it's low
price, I immediately purchased on the spot.
The story is pretty decent, the gnomes had some sort of four crystals that were destroyed which unleashed fairies into the world
and almost every Gnome was taken prisoner except the protagonist. The opening cutscene is paired with some awesome
accordian music which soon turned into a rock and roll fest.
The soundtrack is pretty good, definitely gives off the atmosphere depending on what region you are in.
Combat is pretty fun, although there are some glitches where attacks don't hit properly, or the enemy seems immune. The death
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animation could use some work, it looks as though your character is just frozen in spot and then you automatically teleport to
the beginning of the level.
It's fun collecting things such as fairies, berries, and coins. Being able to customize your character with weapons and whatnot is
pretty neat.
One of my favorite features is the fact there's a hub world where, outside the levels, you can kick back and relax and explore.
The shop in the main hub reminds me so much of The Legend of Zelda.
All in all "Gnomes vs. Fairies" is a very fun, nostalgic expierence, albeit a tad tacky and right now somewhat broken but the
developer will probably fix that in due time.. There are no bug in this updated version of the game.
But I don't recomand this game because the idea of the charm and the power-ups is fine, but it does not work how it should be.
Its designed bad (you must use too much power ups to pass a level) and makes the game boring after few hours.
I'm sad because there are good ideas behind this game, but the implementation does not sodisfy me.. beautiful cars. Honestly
this game has some really good jumpscares it caught me off guard
check me out get scared .
https:\/\/youtu.be\/QL4wKZnTZng
UPDTE:I posted a part 2
https:\/\/youtu.be\/fYUDO8YxjNY
Red Wake Carnage 500 Keys Giveaway:
Hey All
This is just a remainder - There are still some keys left!
Here is a little giveaway for your entertainment!
http://steamcommunity.com/groups/anpaus#announcements/detail/1656632235964323176
Cheers
ANPA.US. Update Patch 2500819:
Hey People
This updates fixes some issues with main menu controls, adds multiplayer mode and fixing other bugs that were reported.
I hope this will improve the overall gameplay experience.
Thank you for your support.
Cheers
ANPA.US. Contest with 150$ in prizes!:
Boring Saturday? Do not be troubled!
Lets do something together and lets give it a boost!
The best marketing slogan for Dinosaur Hunt can get up to 100$ worth of games as a gift from me
Post with details is here
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Enjoy!
ANPAUS. Item drops patch:
Hello All!
1. This patch adds inventory items and drops.
2. I am testing a bundle store for my games, where you will be able to find limited time offers with keys, if you would like to
take a look, just go to:
https://anpa.us/store/upload/
3. If you would like to request custom achievement, you can now do so through the store:
https://anpa.us/store/upload/index.php?route=product/product&product_id=54
Enjoy
ANPA.US
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